Mama Elephant – Wild Meadow and Zig Clear Color Watercolor Pens

Technique: water coloring

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 25 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Mama Elephant – Wild Meadow Stamp and Die bundle
Hero Arts – Hello – Stamp & Cut bundle

INKS:
VersaFine Onyx Black
Zig Markers: 50, 41, 44, 42, 33, 34, 35, 82

ACCESSORIES:
Big Shot
Magnetic Platform
Purple Tape
Dies from both Bundles.
Misti Precision Stampers Tool
Tim Holtz Tonic Guillotine Cutter
Water brush
Paper Towel
Pretty Pink Posh – Sparkling Clear
Buttons Galore – Sparkletz – Salt Water
Score Tape – ¼”

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:

- Neenah Desert Storm 7 x 10, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
- Simon Says Stamp black 4-1/2 x 6-1/2 – mat
- Ranger Watercolor Paper 3 x 5 – die cut “hello” 3 times
- Ranger Watercolor Paper 4-1/2 x 6-1/2 – card front
- Ranger Watercolor Paper 4 x 8 – two pieces to create artwork.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Using the Misti Precision Stampers Tool and the VersaFine Onyx Black Ink, stamp the image onto both pieces of the watercolor paper.
2. Colour with the Zig Markers and the Water brush.
3. Use the coordinating dies to cut out both art pieces.
4. Die cut the word “Hello” (3 times) from the Hero Arts Sentiment set and glue them together.
5. Use Gina K Connect glue to attach the art pieces to the top and bottom of the card front.
6. Use Score Tape to attach the card front to the mat and then to the card base.
7. Use Gina K Connect glue to attach the “hello”
8. Stamp the second part of the sentiment under and to the right of Hello.
9. Use the Connect glue to attach embellishments around the sentiment.
10. Clean Stamps with the Lawn Fawn Stamp Shammy

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today’s Mama Elephant – Wild Meadow Card. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.

- Mama Elephant Clear Stamps
  - WILD MEADOW
  - [ SSS ]

- Mama Elephant WILD MEADOW Creative...
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- Mama Elephant Clear Stamp and Die...
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- Tsukineko VersaFine ONYX BLACK Ink...
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- Tsukineko VersaFine SMALL ONYX BLACK...
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- Tsukineko VersaFine ONYX BLACK REFILL...
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Zig CLEAN COLOR 36 SET Real Brush... [ SSS ]

Zig CLEAN COLOR 48 SET Real Brush... [ SSS ]

Zig CLEAN COLOR 24 SET Real Brush... [ SSS ]

Zig CLEAN COLOR 60 SET Real Brush... [ SSS ]

Neenah Environment 100 LB SMOOTH... [ SSS ]

Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#... [ SSS ]

Ranger WATERCOLOR PAPER Inkssentials... [ SSS ]

MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool... [ SSS ]

Tool Basics FLUSH CUTTERS 4463 [ SSS ]
Tim Holtz Tonic GUILLOTINE COMFORT...

Scor-Tape 1/4 Inch Crafting Tape

Scor-Pal MINI SCOR-BUDDY Scoring...

Gina K Designs CONNECT GLUE Adhesive...

Sizzix BIG SHOT MACHINE Gray And...

Sizzix MAGNETIC PLATFORM Big Shot...

Sizzix MINT Standard Cutting Pads...

Sizzix PRECISION BASE PLATE For Wafer...

Therm O Web 0.5 INCH PURPLE TAPE Easy...
Therm O Web PURPLE TAPE
Easy Release...

Pretty Pink Posh SPARKLING
CLEAR Jewels

Buttons Galore and More
Sparkletz...

Tim Holtz DETAILER WATER
BRUSH Ranger...
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